The Will-Burt Company has been a manufacturer of GSA-approved Classes 5 and 6 security cabinets and containers since 1996. Will-Burt’s manufacturing plant in Orrville, Ohio is certified ISO 9001:2015 compliant, producing high quality and durable items while delivering them on time.

An experienced and highly skilled work force employs the latest in metal forming and welding technology to meet the requirements of GSA certification for both Class 5 and Class 6 products. A state-of-the-art powder coat line was installed in 2013 that produces Class A industrial finishes that ensure all cabinets and containers have a consistent and flawless finish.

Customer satisfaction is guaranteed by a team that has years of GSA supply experience and a commitment to meeting customer requirements.

Contact Will-Burt today for more information about our full line of Class 5 and 6 security cabinets, containers and accessories.
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CLASS 6 SECURITY CABINETS

Class 6 security cabinets are GSA-approved for the storage of secret, top secret and confidential information. They provide protection for 30 man-minutes against covert entry and 20 man-hours against surreptitious entry. No forced entry requirement.

- Legal or letter size with 2, 4 or 5 drawers
- Single or multilocks – X10 or S&G 2740
- Gray, black, parchment color options

CLASS 6 SPECIAL SIZE CONTAINERS

1 Drawer Letter – Short Depth
- For use in mobile or transportable tactical assemblages
- Only container with pre-drilled mounting holes
- X10 or S&G 2740 lock

2 Drawer Legal – Short Depth
- For use in office where space is limited
- Single or Multilock
  - X10 or S&G 2740

Field Safes – Single or Double Lock
- For use by military units in the field
- Carrying handles front and rear
- Single or Dual lock
  - S&G 2937 lock/s

CLASS 6 SHIPBOARD CONTAINERS

Class 6 shipboard containers are GSA approved against the requirements of Federal Specification AA-F-358 and provide protection for top secret and confidential information.

- Single or multilocks – X10 or S&G 2740
- Approved to Federal Specification AA-F-358
- Available in Gray
CLASS 5
GENERAL PURPOSE CONTAINERS
General Purpose Security Containers are approved for the storage of funds, narcotics, and other sensitive items. These cabinets offer a variety of internal configurations to meet individual requirements.

- Size IV – 29” H x 22½” W x 24¼” D
- X10 or S&G 2740 lock
- Drawers, shelves and lockers available
- Gray, black, parchment color options

CLASS 5
SECURITY CABINETS
Class 5 security cabinets are GSA-approved for the storage of classified information. They provide protection for 30 man-minutes against covert entry, 10 man-minutes against forced entry, and 20 man-hours against surreptitious entry.

- Legal size with 2 or 4 drawers
- Single or multilocks
  - X10 or S&G 2740 lock
- Class 5W – also available as a weapon container with S&G 2937 lock
- Gray, black, parchment color options
CLASS 5 MAP AND PLAN CONTAINERS

Class 5 map and plan security containers are approved by GSA under Federal Specification AA-F-363 for the secure storage of classified drawings, maps, plans, film, magnetic tape and other classified material.

- X10 or S&G 2740 lock
- Available with or without hangers and suspensions
- Drawers, inserts, shelves and cross trays available
- Gray, black, parchment color options

CLASS 5 WEAPONS STORAGE CONTAINER

Class 5 weapons storage containers are GSA-approved under Federal Specification AA-C-2859 and afford protection for:

- 30 man-minutes against covert entry
- 10 man-minutes against forced entry
- Group 1 – 2937 lock
- Available in gray
- Universal and State Department Rifle carts
  - Available with high or low barrel option
CLASS 5 INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM (IPS) CONTAINER

The Class 5 IPS container provides secured storage of classified documents, computer components, materials and equipment.

- Equipped with X10 lock
- 5100 BTU/hr. heat exchanger
- Operating system cools equipment without introducing outside air into the container
- Secure cable entry box
- Allows for 19-inch rack mount interior
- 61” H X 22” W X 42” D
- Available in gray

SUPPLEMENTARY CONTROL CONTAINERS

Supplementary control containers do not carry a Class 5 or 6 rating as they are intended to be ‘supplemental’

- Containers are available in gray color only
- All containers equipped with UL Group 1R Mechanical Combination Locks
- For use in conjunction with GSA approved security equipment or in protected area
The Will-Burt Company, headquartered in Orrville, Ohio, USA, is the world’s premier manufacturer of mobile telescoping masts, towers and pan and tilt positioners. We offer virtually every payload elevation and integration solution from the top brands; Will-Burt, GEROH, Integrated Tower Systems (ITS) and MAD – for defense, government, first responders, cellular, broadcast, energy production and other markets. Will-Burt also offers contract manufacturing, metal fabrication, powder-coating, and rapid prototyping services. All Will-Burt Company manufacturing locations are backed by a certified ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System. Incorporated in 1918, Will-Burt is 100% employee-owned and is classified as a small business.